
Ratings are not static—you must learn how to 
apply “shifts” to them
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The stage-discharge relation in a natural channel is seldom static. This is because the physical features that form the control often change either gradually  or abruptly. We handle  such changes on a temporary basis by introducing shifts to the base rating. The schematic diagrams on this page show the type of shift that could be caused by fill in the channel bottom. One thing to keep in mind, a shift is not a solution to a rating that does not adequately define the stage-discharge relation i.e., You can not develop a good shift for a bad rating.



It is common for controls to change…

Photographer standing on 
debris jam before flood

Photographer in 
approximately same location 

after flood

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The photos on this screen show dramatic channel changes  caused by the release of sediment from a naturally occurring debris jam. You can imagine the effects such channel change would have had on the rating at this site. The arrow points to the gage location. 



Increasing Sediment Size Increasing Slope

Degradation Aggradation

Most natural channels are dynamic--channel shape  
changes to carry the imposed load

Modified from Lane, 1955

Degradation AggradationDegradation Aggradation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You should realize that is natural for channels to change their shape. This is because alluvial channels, or those channels formed in alluvium, tend to change shape to best carry the load of water and sediment that is imposed on them. This concept is illustrated by the diagram shown here. Note, for example, that adding more clear water in the beaker on the right will tend to tip the scale towards degradation, or scour, This is because supplying a stream with more clear water will allow the stream to pick up additional sediment, which in turn will most likely cause the channel to scour. The opposite is true if additional sediment is added. The balance will then be tipped towards aggradation, or fill. 



Shift Development Concepts

1. Shifting controls occur due to changes in the 
control such as scour or fill, growth/removal of 
vegetation, or debris accumulation. 

2. Shifts are  used until evidence of a permanent
change in the rating is documented.

3. In this method, a correction, called a shift 
adjustment, is applied to the g.h. record to adjust 
the temporary relation between g.h. and discharge 
to the base rating.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Text on this and the next screen, introduces the basic concepts behind developing  temporary changes, or shifts, in ratings and how those shifts are developed. 



Shift Development Concepts (cont.)

4. The shift adjustment is the difference between the 
measurement GH and the rating GH for a given 
discharge. A shift is plus if the measurement gage 
height is less than the rating GH, and minus if the 
measurement GH is more than the rating gage 
height.

5. All shift adjustments should be specified by means 
of a variable-shift diagram (V-shift diagram).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Text on this screen completes a brief description of how we develop temporary rating shifts. We will now talk about the variable-shift, or V,  diagram, which is the tool our computer program ADAPS uses to apply shifts to ratings. 
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ADAPS uses V-diagrams to apply shifts to 
ratings
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These diagrams show how shifts and V-diagrams might look given the four measurements (a-d) shown here. This method of shift application will be described in more detail in the following screens and exercises.  For now, note that to get back to the rating from where measurement d plots you would have to subtract about 0.7 of a foot from the gage height associated with that measurement. We would say that measurement d plots +0.7 of  a foot off the rating. In developing V-diagrams it is important to realize that you must check the shift curve represented by the V-diagram against the base rating. You can do this  by either first drawing a temporary shift curve on the rating using recent measurements and use this  curve  to construct the V-diagram. or transfer the shift curve represented by the shift diagram back on the rating. We often forget to make this final check of the V-diagram. 
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•Positive shift
•Plus shift
•Shift to the right
•Scouring shift

•Negative shift
•Minus shift
•Shift to the left
•Filling shift

Base 
Rating

Often will prorate to positive 
shift as velocities increase 
on a rise to sometime soon 

after the peak.

Often will prorate to negative shift 
on a recession as sediment falls 

out.

Shifts are referred to in many ways:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shifts are often talked about as positive or negative shifts depending upon whether or not values must be added to or subtracted from the recorded gage height to get back to the original rating. You may sometimes hear minus shifts referred to as shifts to the left and positive shifts referred to as shifts to the right. These shift types are shown here. Possible causes for negative shifts include fill or deposition on the control, temporary dams that are either natural or human-made, seasonal vegetative or algal growth, and debris piled on the control. Possible causes for positive shifts include scour at the control, gravel mining, and clearing of  debris from control either by floods  or humans. CHANGES MADE
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Measurements
and error bars

V-Diagram 
Input Points

The three points used to represent variable-shift 
diagrams must be carefully chosen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently, variable shift curve can only be represented in the computer using three input points. This means that points of a V-diagram must be carefully chosen to accurately represent the SHIFT CURVE in the computer. A rather typical V-diagram is shown here. The curve on the left is a hand-drawn curve defined by a series of discharge measurements. The curve on the right shows how this curve could be represented by three input points. Note that the -0.25 foot shifts are used to define two points on the V-diagram. The diagram is then brought back to the rating at an upper gage height. You should be aware that the  shift defined by the V-diagram remains constant above the gage height of the upper input point  and below the gage height of the lowest input point. 
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• When working with rating shifts you must understand how 
shifts associated with measurements are computed

• You must be able to compute shifts in the field so you 
know if a check measurement is needed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You will need to know how to determine shifts associated with individual discharge measurements. The gage-height difference between the shift curve and the base curve at a given stage used to define  V-diagrams  must be measured from the shift curve to a point on the base curve directly above or below that measurement. This graph shows shifts associated with 4 measurements. These are all PLUS shifts because the numbers shown on the graph must be added to the gage height associated with the measurements to bring the measured value back to the base rating. Because it is difficult to pick these points of the log-log scales, shifts are usually computed using a rating table. The next few screens will discuss shift computation  in detail. MINOR CHANGES MADE



Here are the steps used to compute shifts 

• Determine percent difference that a
measurement plots from the rating as:

% diff.  = ((MeasQ – RatingQ) / RatingQ) x 100
• Determine shift associated with a 

measurement as:
Shift = Rating GH – Qmeas GH

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The notes on this screen discuss  how to determine shifts associated with individual discharge measurements. 



Shifts are often 
not needed if 

measurements 
plot within 
indicated 

accuracy limits 
with respect to 

the rating

Output from ADAPS “Shift Bar” program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You should keep in mind that shifts are not always needed even when measurements plot slightly off the rating. This is because there is error associated with all measurements. You actually assign error to measurements when you rate them as Excellent, Good,  Fair, or Poor. The ADPS shift bar application will make a plot similar to the one shown here. These plots show the shift associated with measurements and the range in shift associated with error assigned to the measurement. The error range is shown by the bars. You should use these plots to decide if you need to shift to a measurement. Uncertainty associated with all measurements shown on this shift-bar plot extend across the zero-shift line. This means that given the uncertainty assigned to all of these measurements you can't be confident that they define a shift. Remember, a zero shift would represent no change to the base rating. MINOR CHANGES MADE



You should use measurement ratings to help 
you to decided whether or not to shift

Uncertainty amounts used by ADAPS
– Excellent = 2%
– Good = 5%
– Fair = 8%
– Poor = >8%

Error bars on measurement in V-diagram 
plot show uncertainty

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a way of a refresher, the errors assigned to measurements based upon the field assessment of that measurement are summarized here. 



Even if the Qm’s plot within the error limits, you may 
want to shift to measurements if they show a trend

Variable shift diagram
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are times when you may want to introduce a shift even if error bars indicate one is not needed. One such situation would be indicated by a set of measurements for a given period that all indicate a similar shift. This may mean that a real shift has occurred and that plotting positions of the measurements are not just associated with measurement error. The error range associated with measurements shown on this shift bar plot all cross the zero line, but these three measurements seem to indicate a common shift. You might want to consider applying a shift under such situations especially if the hydrologic conditions and the channel behavior indicate such a shift is reasonable. MINOR CHANGES



Shifts should be tied back to the rating at an 
appropriate point

Section Control

Channel
Control

Overbank
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
During this section of the class we have shown that shift curves are usually brought back to the rating at some upper gage height. We don't want to impose the shift above the range in stage where it has been defined by measurements, or into a range of gage heights controlled by a different feature. Remember the implications for parallel lines on log paper? A curve that is not brought back to the rating will introduce greater and greater differences in discharge as gage height increases. Thus, a shift of a few tenths of a foot in gage height at a low stage might result in huge (and unintended) increases or decreases in  computed discharge at higher stages. The best place to bring a shift curve back to the rating would be where the control changes. Most likely your measurements would have only documented a change in one control anyway. The diagram on the screen shows how a shift curve should be developed if the section control filled. Remember this would be a negative shift. 



Shifting patterns associated with artificial controls 
MAY differ from those associated with natural 

controls. 
• Proper installation/maintenance of weir or flume 

extremely important for rating-curve validity
• Proper analysis depends on detailed observations and 

notes during field visits!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shifting patterns associated with artificial controls my differ from those associated with natural controls.  We say, “may differ”, because you might see similar shifting patters at fixed natural controls. We will spend a few minutes discussing shifts associated with artificial controls. As with all other shift applications proper analysis of shifts related to artificial controls depends on detailed observations and notes during field visits!  CHANGES MADE.



Weirs



Scour/fill of weir pool will create a shift curve that 
parallels a section rating except at very low flows

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scour and fill in the pool behind a weir will cause a shift that is likely to run parallel to the section control segment of the rating. Often times, the very low end of the rating is unaffected because the sour or fill do not affect velocities during very low flows. 



Fill in the weir pool causes:
• Shallower pool, higher velocities
• More discharge for given stage
• Shift to the right [plus shift] (usually FILL is associated 

with a shift to the left, but that is a fill on the control 
versus behind it as shown here)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We generally associate channel fill with shifts to the left of the rating. In contrast, fill in the pool behind a weir generally causes the rating to shift to the right. This is because fill in the pool behind a weir causes the pool reduces depth in the pool and increases water velocity through the pool. CHANGES MADE



Scour in the weir pool causes:
• Deepened pool, slower velocity
• Smaller discharge for given stage
• Shift to the left [minus shift] (usually SCOUR is 

associated with a shift to the right, but that is scour on/at 
the control versus behind it as shown here)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In natural channels with natural controls we tend to think of scour as being associated with rating shifts to the right. However, when pools behind weirs scour it tends to shift ratings to the left. This is because the scour deepens the pool and, thus, slows velocities through the pool. CHANGES MADE



Vegetation growth in weir pool causes:

• Slower velocities, but gradual over time
• Seasonal shifting patterns, parallel and to 

the left of rating

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vegetation growing in weir pools may cause ratings to shift to the left because it slows velocities through the pool. Such shifts usually come into effect slowly over time as the vegetation grows. 



Moss or algal growth on weir crest results in:

• Reduced head on the weir (increases scale 
offset -‘e’)

• Shift to the left (minus shift), concave up and 
asymptotic to rating at higher stages

• So keep the weir crest cleaned!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moss or algae growing on the crest of weirs will also cause a shift to the left. It is much like the effect fill will have on a natural section control. It will effectively change the scale offset. 



Flumes



At sites with flumes shifts are most 
commonly caused by changes in the 

approach section or in contracting section 
of flume. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At sites with flumes shifts are most commonly caused by changes in the approach section or in contracting section of flume. This photo shows  a flume constructed at a site in Colorado. You can see the pool behind the flume, the approach to the flume and the throat of the flume. 



Deposition of debris upstream from flume may:

• Divert flow to gage-side of flume; build-up of water at the 
gage results in shift to the left (neg shift req’d)

• Divert flow to opposite side of flume; build-up of water 
opposite the gage results in shift to the right (pos shift req’d)

• Draw shift parallel to section rating (as for weir)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Deposition in the pool behind the flume can cause different shifts depending upon where the deposition occurs. Deposits that divert flow to the gage-side of flume will  build-up water around the  gage and will  cause readings to be anomalously  high. This will result in a shift to the left. Debris and sediment that divert flow to opposite side of flume will cause gage readings to be anomalously low, thus causing a shift to the right. Such shifts should probably be drawn parallel to section-control  rating just as was suggested for weirs. 



Deposition of debris (or algae growth) 
at entrance to flume throat causes a 

shift to the left: 
• Stage at the gage will be raised higher 

than normal for any given discharge

• Deposition or algae increases the scale 
offset ‘e’; the result is:
– A shift to the left that is concave up and runs 

asymptotic to rating at higher stages (similar 
to the effect of algae growth on a weir crest)

See: WSP 2175, pp. 348-352 (Rantz, 1982) for more details on 
shifts and artificial controls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Deposition of debris at entrance to flume throat causes a shift to the left, because stage at the gage will be raised higher than normal for any given discharge. 



How many shifts do you see?



Additional 
resources are 
available to help 
you understand 
how to compute 
and apply shifts

See also: TWRI on computation of continuous  
records of  streamflow

See additional 
notes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The actual application of the shift  procedure is rather complicated. An application can be followed using the figure on this screen and the additional notes linked to the button on the screen. You may also want to look at description of the procedure found starting on page 33 of the TWRI,  Computation of continuous records of streamflow.

http://water.usgs.gov/pubs/twri/twri3-a13/
http://wr.water.usgs.gov/uo/sws/RecordsClass/HonoluluRecordsClass/Presentations/Ratings/Shift_by_stage.proc.pdf
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